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Exeecutiv
ve Sum
mmary
In the passt 10 years, Ma
aryland has deeveloped two Strategic High
hway Safety Plans
P
(SHSP). The first Marryland
SHSP, mo
odeled after the
t American Association of
o State Transsportation Offficials (AASH
HTO) nationall plan,
focused on
o the State’s challenges
c
in 23
2 program arreas and inclu
uded multiple strategies to reduce
r
fatalitiees and
serious in
njuries on Mary
yland’s roadw
ways.
In 2006, Maryland
M
upd
dated the SH
HSP based on the process recommended
r
d by the 2005 Safe, Accoun
ntable,
Flexible, and
a Efficient Transportation
T
n Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFET
TEA–LU). Thee update follow
wed a
data-driveen, multidisciiplinary apprroach involvin
ng the 4 Es of
o highway safety
s
– engin
neering, educcation,
enforcemeent, and emerrgency mediccal services. The
T result wass a statewide,, comprehensiive safety plan
n that
provided a coordinated
d framework for reducing fatalities and serious injuriies on all publlic roads. Thee 2006
SHSP esttablished stateewide goals, objectives, an
nd 14 key em
mphasis areas developed in
n consultation
n with
Federal, state,
s
local, and
d private secto
or safety stakeeholders.
Despite in
ncreases in vehicle
v
miles traveled,
t
repo
orted traffic crashes
c
declin
ned in Marylaand, dropping
g to a
historic lo
ow of 96,392 in
i 2009. Betw
ween 2005 and
d 2009, the nu
umber of fataalities decreaseed by 10.4 peercent,
overall in
njuries decreased by 14.4 percent,
p
and serious
s
injuriees declined by
y 39.9 percentt. To continu
ue this
positive trend,
t
Maryla
and updated the SHSP in 2010 under the
t direction of the SHSP
P Managemen
nt and
Implemen
ntation Teamss.
Maryland
d joined AASH
HTO, other naational organizzations and
several otther states in adopting
a
a Tooward Zero Deaaths fatality
goal to reduce motor veehicle-related fatalities and injuries by
one-half by
b 2030. To monitor pro
ogress toward
d this goal,
Maryland
d approved in
nterim fatality targets for thee life of the
SHSP, reepresenting an
a average annual
a
decreaase of 3.1
percent. Each emph
hasis area alsso adopted measurable
m
fatality an
nd injury objecctives in line with
w these goaals.
•

The Distracted
D
Driiving Emphassis Area Team
m identified
the neeed to evaluatte and recomm
mend legislatiion and/or
regullations that lim
mit the use of electronic dev
vices while
drivin
ng, increase reporting
r
of distracted
d
driv
ving incidentss across multiiple disciplinees; and condu
uct an
educaation campaig
gn to educate the
t public.

•

The Impaired
I
Driv
ving Emphasiss Area Team recommended
r
d an increase enforcement
e
o alcohol and
of
d drug
impairment laws; enhancement
e
of the prosecu
ution and adju
udication of alccohol and dru
ug impaired drriving
cases;; and public awareness
a
inittiatives, includ
ding education
n and media programs. Additional
A
straategies
includ
ded implemeentation of prrograms to reeduce underaage drinking and
a
driving, and integratiion of
Driviing Under Inffluence (DUI) data to ensurre offender in
nformation is available to ju
udges, proseccutors,
and probation
p
and parole.

•

To reeduce aggresssive driving and
a
speeding
g, the Aggresssive Driving Emphasis
E
Area Team proposed
strateegies to identtify the behaaviors, target audiences, and
a
corridors where aggreessive driving
g and
speed
ding is a prob
blem; a contin
nuation of the regional Smooth Operator campaign;
c
and
d developmen
nt and
impleementation of a year round
d aggressive drriving campaiign. They also
o recommend
ded implemen
nting a
statew
wide enforcem
ment strategy
y on aggressiv
ve driving, an
nd the identiification of efffective engineeering
solutiions to addresss the problem
m.

•

The Occupant
O
Prottection Emphaasis Area Teaam recommen
nded four strattegies to achieeve their objecctives,
includ
ding an expan
nsion of Clickk It or Ticket and the Law Enforcement
E
C
Challenge
pro
ograms; year round
r
nightttime seatbelt enforcement and education program; and an increease in the co
orrect use of child
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passeenger safety devices
d
for inffants, children
n, and pre-driivers. They also
a
recommeended legislatiion or
regullations that wo
ould require th
he use of safetty devices in all
a seating posiitions.
•

The Highway Inffrastructure Emphasis
E
Areea Team ideentified three strategies to
o accomplish their
measurable objectiives, including
g a corridor program
p
that would target safety improv
vements wheere the
severrity index is hiigh; identification of high crrash locationss and implemeentation of saffety improvem
ments;
and identification
n of system wide improv
vements to reduce the severity
s
of intersection-re
i
elated,
consttruction zone and
a run-off-th
he road crashes.

•

The Pedestrian
P
Em
mphasis Areaa Team iden
ntified four sttrategies,
includ
ding the deveelopment of model
m
process to identify and prioritizze high-inciden
nt locations and
a
system wide
w
pedestriaan safety
issuess; the develop
pment and ev
valuation of model
m
approaaches for
built environmentss that accomm
modate safe pedestrian
p
traavel; and
the development
d
and
a evaluation
n of model ap
pproaches to improve
pedesstrian and mo
otorist awaren
ness and behaavior. The teeam also
recom
mmended creeating partnerrships among
g state, region
nal, and
local stakeholderss to develop action planss that addresss highprioriity locations and system wide issues using
u
compreehensive
appro
oaches to pedeestrian safety.

Implemen
ntation of the 2011-2015 SH
HSP will invollve the collabo
orative work of
o professionaals representin
ng the
disciplinees of transporttation plannin
ng, engineering
g and operatio
ons, public ou
utreach and ed
ducation, legisslation
and law enforcement,
e
and
a emergenccy medical serrvice systems. Each of thesse disciplines has
h a critical role
r
to
play in deefining the opttimal combinaation of counteermeasures th
hat will yield th
he best traffic safety outcom
mes.
This revissed SHSP also
o takes a new approach by focusing not only
o
the issuees that cause th
he greatest nu
umber
of traffic safety
s
problem
ms, but on geo
ographic areaas where traffiic crashes are most prevaleent. Each Emp
phasis
Area Team will focus on areas wheere their issuee is most con
ncentrated. In
n addition, thee Teams will work
together to
t focus on hig
gh-priority corrridors to com
mbat the combiination of issu
ues present at these
t
locationss.
A wide raange of stakeh
holder groups will be involv
ved in the succcessful implem
mentation of th
he SHSP, inclu
uding
state agen
ncies and nong
governmentall organizationss, regional autthorities, locall agencies, com
mmunity
organizattion and the pu
ublic.
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Introduction and Background
2003 Strategic Highway Safety Plan
In 1997, AASHTO published the national SHSP to save lives on the nation’s roadways through implementation of strategies that target specific highway safety problems. AASHTO issued a challenge to states to
develop their own SHSPs and Maryland was one of the states that answered the call. The early Maryland
SHSP, modeled after the national plan, focused on the State’s problems in 23 program areas, and included
multiple strategies to reduce fatalities and serious injuries on Maryland’s roadways.

2006 Strategic Highway Safety Plan
In 2006, Maryland updated the SHSP based on the process recommended by SAFETEA–LU. The update
followed a data driven, multidisciplinary approach involving the 4 Es of safety – engineering, education,
enforcement, and emergency medical services. The result was a statewide, comprehensive safety plan that
provided a coordinated framework for reducing fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads. The 2006
SHSP established statewide goals, objectives, and key emphasis areas developed in consultation with Federal,
state, local, and private sector safety stakeholders. These emphasis areas included the following:
•

•

Impaired Driving;

•

Information and Decision Support Systems;

−

Distracted Driving;

•

Hazardous Locations:

−

Older Drivers;

−

Keep Vehicles on the Roadway;

−

Young Drivers;

−

Intersections;

−

Motorcycles; and

−

Work Zones; and

−

Truck and Bus.

−

Pedestrians.

•

Aggressive Driving; and

Occupant Protection;

•

Emergency Medical Response.

•

Driver Competency:

Implementation of the 2006 SHSP began immediately after approval by the
Governor. SHSP Implementation Emphasis Area Teams worked on
implementing strategies and action steps through statewide programs and
activities. Regional teams, established at the 2007 Leadership Summit,
implemented programs at the local level.
Despite increases in vehicle miles traveled, traffic crashes declined in
Maryland dropping to a historic low of 96,392 in 2009. Between 2005 and
2009, the number of fatalities decreased by 10.4 percent, overall injuries
decreased by 14.4 percent, and serious injuries declined by 39.9 percent. The
number of crashes and fatalities are shown in Figures 1 and 2 and Figures 3
and 4 show the number of injuries and serious injuries.
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Figure 1.

Statewide Motor Vehicles Crashes
2005 to 2009
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Figure 2.

Statewide Motor Vehicle Fatalities
2005 to 2009
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Figure 3.

Statewide Motor Vehicle Injuries
2005 to 2009
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Figure 4.

Statewide Motor Vehicle Serious Injuries
2005 to 2009
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Thee SHS
SP Up
pdatee Proccess
In 2010, Maryland
M
mov
ved forward on
o an update of the
SHSP to accomplish
a
sev
veral importan
nt goals:
•

Enhan
nce collaborattion across pu
ublic sector ageencies
and private
p
sector organizations;
o
;

•

Narro
ow the focuss of the SHS
SP to the areeas of
greateest need and potential
p
for success
s
as iden
ntified
throu
ugh a detailed data analysis process;

•

Use science-based
s
research apprroaches to quantify
the effectiveness of both engineering and
behav
vioral safety co
ountermeasurres;

•

Fosteer collaboratio
on among sttakeholders at
a the
state, regional, and
d local levels; and
a

•

Focuss on counterm
measure evaluaation.

Memberss of the Marylland SHSP Im
mplementation
n Team, whicch include rep
presentatives from
f
the 20066 plan
emphasiss area teams, the
t regional implementatio
on teams, Fed
deral agenciess, and SHA, oversaw
o
the update
u
process. A complete list of Implemeentation Team
m members ap
ppears in the Appendix.
A
The Implementation Team
T
determin
ned the updatted plan wou
uld focus on alll road users: drivers, bicy
yclists,
motorcyccle riders, and
d pedestrians.. The term “rroad user” pu
uts a more hu
umane face to
o the problem
m and
relates thee problems to
o the individuals who use th
he roadways.

Zero Fatalities
F
Maryland
d joined otherr states and orrganizations in adopting th
he goal of thee national iniitiative Towa
ard
Zero Dea
aths: A Nation
nal Strategy on
o Highway Safety,
S
to red
duce traffic fattalities by half by 2030.
Maryland
d supports thee long-term go
oal of zero deaaths and is committed to ad
dopting strateegies to achiev
ve that
purpose. To establish a benchmark for progress for
f the SHSP, Maryland ap
pproved interiim goals for faatality
and injury
y reduction by
y 2015.
To establiish a goal for the
t SHSP in-liine with the lo
ong-range goaal to reduce fattalities by 50 percent
p
(592 in
n 2008
to 296 in
n 2030), the National
N
Stud
dy Center for Trauma and
d Emergency Medical Systems (NSC) at
a the
University
y of Maryland
d School of Meedicine applieed a reduction
n of 3.1 percen
nt to each calen
ndar year for subses
quent estiimates. The NSC
N calculated
d this percentaage as the geo
ometric mean reduction oveer the entire 222-year
period. This
T methodolo
ogy set fatality
y goals for eacch emphasis arrea.
To set goaals for reducin
ng total injuriees, the NSC used the most reecent eight yeaars of Marylan
nd traffic crash
h data
to calculate the annual ratio of fatalities to total inju
uries (0.011), and
a applied th
he ratio to the 2030 fatality goal
g to
determinee the expected
d number of in
njuries. The reesulting injury
y total indicateed a 44 percen
nt decrease fro
om the
2008 num
mber, which co
orresponds to an
a annual red
duction of 2.6 percent.
p
The NSC
N used the same method
dology
used for fatality
f
calcula
ations to determ
mine the estim
mations for a 2015
2
goal.

Statewide Fatality Goal
Reduce th
he annual num
mber of traffic--related fatalitties on all road
ds in Marylan
nd from 592 in
n 2008 to fewer than
475 by Deecember 31, 20
015 (19.8 perceent reduction).
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Statewide Injury Goal
Reduce the annual number of traffic-related injuries on all roads in Maryland from 48,149 in 2008 to fewer
than 40,032 (16.8 percent reduction) by December 31, 2015.
Figures 5 and 6 show interim goals fatality and injury goals through 2015.

Figure 5.

Maryland Fatality Goals through 2015
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Figure 6.

Maryland Injury Goals through 2015
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Updated Approach
In updating the SHSP, a key consideration was to make the plan strategic rather than comprehensive. The
prior SHSPs developed by Maryland covered a broad range of emphasis areas. This broad focus resulted in
plans that were more comprehensive in nature touching on virtually every traffic safety issue. The 2003 plan
included 22 emphasis areas reduced to 14 in the 2006 version. The SHSP Implementation Team decided to
reduce the number of emphasis areas in the 2011-2015 plan to six:
•

Reduce Distracted Driving;

•

Increase Occupant Protection Use;

•

Reduce Impaired Driving;

•

Reduce Highway Infrastructure Crashes; and

•

Reduce Aggressive Driving;

•

Improve Pedestrian Safety.

A planning matrix was developed to guide the selection of strategies and action steps. Figure 7 shows the
updated plan emphasis areas, the target groups each emphasis area team considered, and the countermeasure
tools available from the 4 Es of safety.
The matrix illustrates how data collection and analysis are used both to identify critical emphasis areas and to
select appropriate countermeasures in the areas of EMS, outreach and education, enforcement and
engineering. Quality data analysis is crucial for emphasis area teams to properly identify target groups, adapt
and refine countermeasures, and to evaluate the effectiveness of implemented strategies.

Figure 7.

SHSP Update Matrix
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Througho
out the updatee process and later during implementatio
i
on, teams werre urged to com
mmunicate, co
oordinate, and collaborate am
mong themseelves and the various
v
safety
y stakeholderss who will brin
ng the SHSP to
t life.
Volunteerrs stepped forrward to assu
ume leadersh
hip of the reviised emphasiss areas and others
o
agreed to be
responsib
ble for each off the plan’s sttrategies and action
a
steps. In selecting the
t appropriatte strategies for the
plan, the teams
t
did the following:
•

Revieewed strategiees in the curren
nt SHSP;

•

Revieewed the reseearch to deteermine effectiv
ve countermeeasures from
each of
o the 4 Es of Engineering,
E
E
Enforcement,
E
Education
and
d EMS; and

•

Revieewed the data
a to determinee areas of focus (target groups, locations,
etc.).

The teamss reviewed cu
urrent SHSP sttrategies to determine wheth
her they shou
uld be carried over
o
to the up
pdated
plan, inclluding the Cliick It or Tickett, Checkpoint Strikeforce,
S
and
d Smooth Operrator enforcem
ment and educcation
campaign
ns. The team
ms also examin
ned the Natio
onal Cooperative Highway
y Research Prrogram’s (NC
CHRP)
Report 500 series on effective cou
untermeasurees, the National Highway
y Traffic Safeety Administtration
(NHTSA)) publication, Countermeasu
ures That Work, and the NCHRP
N
Reporrt 622, Effectivveness of Behaavioral
Highway Safety
S
Counterrmeasures. Sincce the plan’s emphasis
e
areaas were limiteed to six, each team also carrefully
reviewed the statistics on
o the nature and extent of the problem among
a
variouss target group
ps, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Young Driv
vers (16 to 20 years
y
old);
High-Risk Drivers
D
(21 to 34
3 years old);
Motorcyclissts;
Truck and Bus
B Drivers; an
nd
Older Driveers (65+).

This data review also
a helped th
he teams deterrmine the neeed for any straategies
or acction steps aim
med at these target groupss. For instancce, according to the
data, high
h-risk drivers (21 to 34 yearrs) account forr a significant percentage off traffic crashees and consequ
uently
are respon
nsible for larg
ge proportion of traffic deatths and injuriees. Pedestrian
ns were origin
nally a target group,
g
but a rev
view of the data revealed that 20 perceent of all fatallities in Mary
yland involve pedestrians and a
decision was
w made to make
m
pedestriaans a specific emphasis
e
areaa in the plan.
In additio
on to target grroup analysis, the teams also reviewed th
he data to deteermine if theree were certain
n areas
of the Staate, certain tim
mes of the daay, or times off the year wh
hen crashes, faatalities, and injuries were more
prevalentt. This comprrehensive dataa analysis enaabled teams to
o pinpoint pro
oblems and develop
d
appro
opriate
solutions.. Finally, the emphasis areaa teams applieed a test to eacch strategy to determine
d
thee following:
•

Is thee strategy feassible in terms of the time it will take to get
g it accompllished and thee amount of money
m
and resources
r
that are required for
f implementtation?

•

Does the strategy require
r
legislaative approvall, and if yes, does
d
that elimiinate this strattegy as a posssibility
in thee plan?

•

Does the strategy have
h
support from
f
at least one
o key safety stakeholder?

Once the strategies weere complete, the teams dev
veloped the action
a
steps to
o implement each
e
strategy along
with the output and outcome measures to determ
mine success. Output meaasures, which are quantitattive in
nature, will
w provide th
he emphasis area
a
teams witth information
n on specific activities,
a
such
h as the num
mber of
citations given
g
during a high visibilitty enforcemen
nt initiative. Outcome
O
meassures are quallitative and prrovide
teams witth information
n on whether completion
c
off the action steep resulted in a positive imp
pact. The 20111-2015
SHSP focu
uses on counttermeasures th
hat are effectiv
ve through reesearch and im
mplementation
n in the field. They
will be co
oordinated acrross different emphasis areeas within thee framework of the 4 Es off safety, which will
foster greeater collabora
ation, commun
nication, and coordination
c
a state, region
at
nal, and local levels
l
that willl lead
to effectiv
ve implementa
ation of the SH
HSP.
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Emphasis Area: Distracted Driving
A distracted driving crash occurs when the driver(s) fails to observe due diligence on the road. The cause for
shifting attention away from the task can be anything – adjusting a radio, attending to a child, thinking about
day-to-day worries, or using a cell phone. In Maryland, a distracted driving crash is defined as at least one
driver in the crash either failing to pay full-time attention or using a cell phone. Figure 8 shows the number of
distracted driving fatalities and injuries from 2005 to 2009.

Figure 8.

Distracted Driving Fatalities and Injuries
2005 to 2009
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Distracted Driving Fatality Objective: Reduce
the annual number of distracted driving-related
fatalities on all roads in Maryland from 290 in 2008
to fewer than 233 by December 31, 2015 (19.8
percent reduction).

Distracted Driving Injury Objective: Reduce the
annual number of distracted driving-related injuries on all roads in Maryland from 31,778 in 2008
to fewer than 26,426 by December 31, 2015 (16.8
percent reduction).

Figures 9 and 10 show the performance measures for distracted driving fatalities and injuries up to 2015.
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Figure 9.

Distracted Driving Fatality Objectives through 2015
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Figure 10. Distracted Driving Injury Objectives through 2015
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To accomplish these objectives, the Distracted Driving Emphasis Area Team identified three strategies:
•

Evaluate and recommend legislation and /or
regulations that limit the use of electronic
devices while driving;

•

Improve reporting of distracted driving
incidents across multiple disciplines, i.e.,

citation and crash reports from law
enforcement, surveys from the RTSP’s,
information from EMS personnel, etc.; and
•

Conduct an education campaign on distracted
driving prevention.
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Emphasis Area: Impaired Driving
According to NHTSA, drivers are considered to be alcohol-impaired when their blood alcohol
concentration (BAC) is .08 grams per deciliter (g/dL) or higher. Thus, any fatality occurring in a crash
involving a driver with a BAC of .08 or higher is considered to be an alcohol-impaired-driving fatality.
The term “driver” refers to the operator of any motor vehicle, including a motorcycle. Maryland Code
(Transportation Article Section 21-902) defines driving while under the influence of drugs and alcohol as
“driving while under the influence of alcohol, while under the influence of alcohol per se, while
impaired by alcohol, or while impaired by a drug, a combination of drugs, a combination of one or more
drugs and alcohol, or while impaired by a controlled dangerous substance.” Alcohol related fatalities
shown herein are provided by NHTSA’s FARS. All other crash, injury, and fatality data are taken from
crash reports submitted by law enforcement agencies throughout the state. Figure 11 shows the fatalities
and injuries related to impaired driving (BAC 0.08+) crashes.

Figure 11. Impaired Driving Fatalities and Injuries: 2005-2009
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Impaired Driving Fatality Objective: Reduce the
annual number of impaired driving-related
fatalities (BAC 0.08+) on all roads in Maryland
from 145 in 2008 to fewer than 116 by December
31, 2015 (20% reduction).

Impaired Driving Injury Objective: Reduce the
annual number of impaired driving-related
injuries on all roads in Maryland from 4,291 in
2008 to fewer than 3,568 by December 31, 2015
(16.8% reduction).

Figures 12 and 13 show the performance measures for impaired driving fatalities and injuries up to 2015.
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Figure 12. Impaired Driving Fatality (BAC 0.08+) Objectives through 2015
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Figure 13. Impaired Driving Injury Objectives through 2015
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To accomplish these objectives, the Impaired Driving Emphasis Area Team identified five strategies:


Increase enforcement of alcohol and drug
impaired driving laws;



Support implementation of programs to
reduce underage drinking and driving; and



Enhance the prosecution and adjudication of
alcohol and drug impaired driving cases;





Conduct
public
awareness
initiatives
including education and media programs to
reduce alcohol and drug impaired driving;

Integrate DUI data sources to ensure offender
information
is
available
to
judges,
prosecutors, and probation and parole.
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Emphasis Area: Aggressive Driving
An aggressive driving crash occurs when at least two or more of the following contributing factors are
identified as causing the crash.
•

Failed to yield right-of-way;

•

Wrong way on a one way street;

•

Failed to obey stop sign;

•

Exceed speed limit;

•

Failed to obey traffic signal;

•

Too fast for conditions;

•

Failed to obey other traffic control;

•

Followed too closely;

•

Failed to keep right of center;

•

Improper lane change; and

•

Failed to stop for a school bus;

•

Improper passing.

Figure 14 shows the fatalities and injuries sustained during such crashes from 2005 to 2009.

Figure 14. Aggressive Driving Fatalities and Injuries
2005 to 2009
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Aggressive Driving Fatality Objective: Reduce
the annual number of aggressive driving-related
fatalities on all roads in Maryland from 63 in 2008
to fewer than 51 by December 31, 2015 (19.8
percent reduction).

Aggressive Driving Injury Objective: Reduce the
annual number of aggressive driving-related injuries on all roads in Maryland from 4,203 in 2008 to
fewer than 3,495 by December 31, 2015 (16.8
percent reduction).

Figures 15 and 16 show the performance measures for aggressive driving fatalities and injuries up to 2015.
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Figure 15. Aggressive Driving Fatality Objectives through 2015
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Figure 16. Aggressive Driving Injury Objectives through 2015
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To accomplish these objectives, the Aggressive Driving Emphasis Area team identified five strategies:
•

Identify behaviors and target audiences by
corridor, based on crash, citation, and Severity
Rating Index data to focus aggressive driving
enforcement, education, and engineering
strategies;

•

Continue Maryland’s involvement in the
regional aggressive driving initiative such as
the Smooth Operator;

•

Develop and implement year round, longterm public awareness and education
campaigns identifying the dangers and
consequences of aggressive driving behavior;

•

Develop and implement a statewide
aggressive driving enforcement strategy that
will be utilized throughout the year; and

•

Identify effective engineering solutions to
eliminate or minimize aggressive driving in
targeted corridors.
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Emphasis Area: Occupant Protection
Non-use of safety equipment is not a contributing factor to crashes; however, in case a crash occurs, the injury
sustained is more likely to be severe if safety equipment designed for occupant protection is not in use.
Figure 17 shows the number of fatalities in such cases.

Figure 117. Unrestrained Fatalities and Injuries
2005 to 2009
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Occupant Protection Fatality Objective: Reduce
the annual number of unrestrained fatalities on all
roads in Maryland from 153 in 2008 to fewer than
123 by December 31, 2015 (19.8 percent reduction).

Occupant Protection Injury Objective: Reduce
the annual number of unrestrained injuries on all
roads in Maryland from 2,212 in 2008 to fewer
than 1,839 by December 31, 2015 (16.8 percent
reduction).

Figures 18 and 19 show the performance measures unrestrained fatalities and injuries up to 2015.
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Figure 18. Unrestrained Fatality Objectives through 2015
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Figure 19. Unrestrained Injury Objectives through 2015
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To accomplish these objectives, the Occupant Protection Emphasis Area Team identified four strategies:
•

Expand and refine Click It or Ticket and Law
Enforcement Challenge;

•

Conduct a year round nighttime seatbelt
enforcement and education program;

•

Increase the awareness of child passenger
safety best practice recommendations for

infants, children, and pre-drivers (up to age
16); and
•

Evaluate and recommend legislation and/or
regulations that require the use of safety
devices in all seating positions, with higher
fines and points on the driver’s license for
noncompliance.
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Emphasis Area: Highway Infrastructure
Intersection-related crashes, construction zone crashes, and run-off-the road crashes are the prime indicators
of hazardous highways and are the data included in the highway infrastructure emphasis area. Figure 20
shows the fatalities and injuries sustained in such crashes.

Figure 20. Highway Infrastructure-Related Fatalities and Injuries
2005 to 2009
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Highway Infrastructure Fatality Objective:
Reduce the annual number of highway infrastructure fatalities on all roads in Maryland from
424 in 2008 to fewer than 340 by December 31,
2015 (19.8 percent reduction).

0

Highway Infrastructure Injury Objective:
Reduce the annual number of highway infrastructure injuries on all roads in Maryland from
30,130 in 2008 to fewer than 25,056 by December
31, 2015 (16.8 percent reduction).

Figures 21 and 22 show the performance measures for highway infrastructure fatalities and injuries up to
2015.
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Figure 21. Highway Infrastructure Fatality Objectives through 2015
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Figure 22. Highway Infrastructure Injury Objectives through 2015
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To accomplish these objectives, the Highway Infrastructure Emphasis Area Team identified three strategies.
One of those strategies is to develop a corridor program, which will involve strategies and countermeasures
from all the emphasis area teams. The team’s strategies include the following:
•

Develop a corridor program that targets safety
improvements where the severity index is
high and that address roadway elements that
contribute to crashes;

•

Identify high crash locations (intersections
and locations) and make safety improvements
statewide; and

•

Analyze data to identify system wide
improvements to reduce the number and
severity of infrastructure crashes, e.g., run-offthe-road, sight distance issues, etc.
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Emphasis Area: Pedestrian Crashes
Among road users, pedestrians are probably the most vulnerable, with the proportion of pedestrian fatalities
increasing over the last several years. Pedestrian fatalities now account for 20 percent of all fatalities in
Maryland. Figure 23 indicates the number of fatalities and injuries sustained by pedestrians in the last five
years.

Figure 23. Pedestrian Fatalities and Injuries
2005 to 2009
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Pedestrian Fatality Objective: Reduce the annual
number of pedestrian fatalities on all roads in
Maryland from 115 in 2008 to fewer than 92 by
December 31, 2015 (19.8 percent reduction).

Pedestrian Injury Objective: Reduce the annual
number of pedestrian injuries on all roads in
Maryland from 2,469 in 2008 to fewer than 2,053
by December 31, 2015 (16.8 percent reduction).

Figures 24 and 25 show the performance measures for pedestrian fatalities and injuries up to 2015.
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Figure 24. Pedestrian Fatality Objectives through 2015
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Figure 25. Pedestrian Injury Objectives through 2015
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To accomplish these objectives, the Pedestrian Emphasis Area Team identified the following four strategies:
•

Develop model processes to identify and prioritize high-incident locations and systemwide pedestrian safety issues;

•

Develop and evaluate model approaches to
engineering
built
environments
that
accommodate safe pedestrian travel;

•

Develop and evaluate model approaches to
improving pedestrian and motorist awareness

and behavior, including
enforcement efforts; and
•

education

and

Create partnerships among state, regional,
and local stakeholders to develop action plans
that address high-priority locations and system wide issues using comprehensive
approaches to pedestrian safety.
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Imp
pleme
entatiion
Implemen
ntation of the 2011-2015 SH
HSP will invollve the collabo
orative work of
o professionaals representin
ng the
disciplinees of transporttation plannin
ng, engineering
g and operatio
ons, public ou
utreach and ed
ducation, legisslation
and law enforcement,
e
and
a emergenccy medical serrvice systems. Each of thesse disciplines has
h a critical role
r
to
play in deefining the opttimal combinaation of counteermeasures th
hat will yield th
he best traffic safety outcom
mes.
Implemen
ntation of thee 2011-2015 SHSP
S
takes a new approaach by focusiing not only on the issues that
cause thee greatest num
mber of traffiic safety prob
blems, but on
n the locationss as well. A key
k strategy in
i the
Highway
y Infrastructurre Emphasis Area
A
Team plan is to identify the top 200 non-interstaate corridors in the
State thatt have the hig
ghest number of traffic-relaated fatalities and serious injuries.
i
A speciall Task Force,, including reepresentativees from each
emphasiss area team, will review
w data to deetermine the
causes off crashes, fata
alities, and serrious injuriess along these
corridorss, and then seelect the app
propriate SHS
SP strategies
and actio
on steps to deevelop a coorrdinated imp
plementation
plan forr each corriidor. Focusin
ng on thesee corridors,
however,, does not meean the entiree state is not involved in
efforts to
o improve tra
affic safety. SHA Districts,, the MHSO
grant pro
ogram, and th
he RTSP proviide compreheensive traffic
safety pro
ograms statew
wide.
In additio
on, each emp
phasis area teeam will revieew statewidee data to iden
ntify other loccations that have
h
a
high num
mber of fatalitties and seriou
us injuries, id
dentify statew
wide issues thaat affect traffiic safety outco
omes,
determin
ne where theere is a need
d for a jointt effort with other emph
hasis area teeams and deevelop
implemen
ntation plans for each targ
geted location
n. A coordinaated action am
mong local im
mplementing units,
including
g law enforcement agenciees, transportation agenciess, outreach an
nd education organizationss, and
emergenccy medical service respond
ders may be required.
r
As with any
a plan, it ca
an only be a success
s
if used to drive decision-making and guide specific
s
action
ns. To
ensure th
hat plan impleementation occurs, Marylaand assigned lead agency responsibility
y for each strrategy
and actio
on step. The SHSP
S
calls forr agencies and
d organizatio
ons to stand up
u and provid
de leadership
p for a
strategy or
o action step
p for which th
hey have exp
pertise, interesst, or currentt responsibilitty. On a quaarterly
basis, em
mphasis area teams
t
will meet
m
to track progress,
p
iden
ntify barriers or problemss, and discusss next
steps. Maryland
M
has developed a tool to assistt these teamss in tracking progress on implementati
i
ion of
specific actions,
a
as welll as tracking progress tow
ward achievin
ng the emphassis area’s meaasurable objecctives.
There will be an upda
ate of fatality
y and injury performance
p
measures as new data beccomes available to
determin
ne whether sufficient progrress is being made
m
in each of the plan’s emphasis areeas.
The SHSP
P Implementa
ation Team will
w meet quarterly during the
t five-year life
l of the SH
HSP to:
•
•
•
•

Revieew progress in
n each of the em
mphasis areass;
Proviide assistance,, when approp
priate, to overccome barriers or solve prob
blems;
Receiive updates on
n SHSP-related
d campaigns, trainings, or other
o
program
ms; and
Proviide guidance on
o future prog
grams, activities, etc.

A yearly report will provide
p
speciific informatiion on how well
w each teaam is meeting
g their measu
urable
fatality and
a
injury ob
bjectives, alon
ng with the level of prog
gress for each
h action step
p. Members of
o the
Implemen
ntation Team
m appear in the Appendix.
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Appendix
Maryland Strategic Highway Safety Plan Implementation Team
Bala Akundi, Baltimore Metropolitan Council
Kevin Anderson, Maryland Transportation Authority Police
April Armstrong, Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)
Michelle Atwell, Maryland Highway Safety Office (MHSO)
Pam Beer, Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
Vernon F. Betkey, Maryland Highway Safety Office (MHSO)
Tom Bryer, Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)
Cindy Burch, National Study Center (NSC)
Lora Byala, Four Square Integrated
Jessica Capuano, Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)
Mary Dietz, State Highway Administration (SHA), Planning
Kurt Erickson, Washington Regional Alcohol Program (WRAP)
Lolita Fullard, Maryland Highway Safety Office (MHSO)
Tom Gianni, Maryland Highway Safety Office (MHSO)
Valerie Gompf, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
Jeremy Gunderson, Maryland Highway Safety Office (MHSO)
Larry Harmel, Maryland Chiefs of Police Association
Breck Jeffers, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Patrick Kennedy, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Andy Krajewski, Motor Vehicle Administration (MVA)
Liza Lemaster, Maryland Highway Safety Office (MHSO)
Ron Lipps, State Highway Administration (SHA), Office of Traffic Safety
Captain John McKissick, Howard County Police Department
Jackie Milani, National Study Center (NSC)
Peter Moe, Maryland Highway Safety Office (MHSO)
Doug Mowbray, Maryland Highway Safety Office (MHSO)
Lora Rakowski, State Highway Administration (SHA)
Tim Richards, Maryland Highway Safety Office (MHSO)
Nanette Schieke, Motor Vehicle Administration (MVA)
Randall Scott, Baltimore City Department of Transportation
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